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Adorned Ankles;
Original Designs with Patinas

These barefoot sandals will be made using Five Star Bronze clay. We will be exploring patinas and how to achieve your
desired colors, sizing of the sandal, design with bead and proper wire wrapping and jump ring management.

Materials
30-35 inches of medium gauge chain (approximately 5mm)
Two finished and polished metal clay components
Vintaj patinas Paint brushes Sanding foam pads Paper towels
Water Lobster clasp 20 Jump rings Approximately 50 beads
15-20 head pins Round nose pliers Flat nose pliers Cutting pliers

Instructions
1. Set up your workspace to patina the metal clay component. You will need something to use like a paint pallet, a

cup of water to wash your brush and a few paper towels.

2. Decide what colors you want your center pieces to be. Designing the piece should take a little time. Think about the
looks you like, the colors you like, the things you might want to wear with it, anything else that could help you
determine what the colors should be.

3. Vintaj patinas are a very thin consistency and spread easily on the surface of the pieces. Put a very small drop of
patina on your pallet and dip your brush into it. Spread on the surface of your piece. Wipe off any excess
immediately. The crevices of the piece hold the patina best. If you want to show a bit of the metal on the surface,
focus the patina in the crevices.

4. Let dry for a minute or two, then use the sanding foam pads to polish off the raised surfaces to show the metal.

5. Sizing the sandal correctly is crucial. Wrap a piece of chain around your ankle, pull the front down to the center of
your foot and then add about 1 1/2". Cut the chain and then cut another one exactly the same length.

6. One each length, cut off 3". This will be the piece that lays on the inside of the ankle.

7. Using jump rings, connect the 4 pieces to your components. They should be opposite each other so that the short
chain is on the inside of each ankle. Using another jump ring, attach the lobster clasp to the short chains.

8. Design the beaded areas. Dangling beads will make the sandal move and sparkle. Be sure to consider how this will
feel when wearing them. Do not make the bottom piece too long (not too many beads). It cannot be longer than
the length from the bottom of the component to the tops of the toes. It may be helpful to place the beads on the
headpins to visualize the final design.

9. Using the following guide, wire the beads for the side dangles making a loop at the top and connecting before
complete closure.
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10.
11. Make the beaded piece to go between the component and the toes by leaving a loop at both ends of the head pin

or wire. Connect to the component with a jump ring.

12. Fit to your foot and cut the remaining chain to go around the second toe. Connect to the bottom beaded wire with
a jump ring.
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